One Billion Voices Lobby Letter Template

Lobby Letter Template for the One Billion Voices campaign

*Purpose:* This letter provides a template for any education activist or organisation to use to lobby their respective government leader to call for an increase and improvement in public financing for education. The primary audience for the letter is a Head of State or Government in a developing country. Please edit the language accordingly to address your respective leader.

Your Excellency President or Prime Minister,

We are writing to you today to ask for you to prioritise education within the next stages of our country’s response to the COVID-19 pandemic.

Education is having a transformative impact on the lives of children and learners of all ages. It will also have a long term transformative impact on the building back of our country and economy as we move forward and beyond the pandemic.

We know there are serious constraints on public finances but these will only increase and deepen if funding of education and other public services are cut or reduced. There has never been a more urgent moment to prioritise and fund education.

We are writing today as part of the largest global civil society movement for the right to education – The Global Campaign for Education. As a movement we have launched a global campaign One Billion Voices which is aiming to raise the voices of the more than one billion people around the world whose education has been affected or completely stopped because of the COVID-19 pandemic. Around the world we are standing in solidarity and calling for our governments to still deliver on their commitments made to international agreements on education, including the spending of 20% or more of public expenditure to education.

We have a plan for how a quality education for all can be funded and delivered to promote equity and equality. We believe there are ways to increase your tax base and reduce debt repayments that enable a larger amount of domestic resources to be available to fund education and other public services. More details on this can be found on our campaign website.

We would be delighted for an opportunity to talk with you or your team about this further. We work closely with teachers, students and young people who would also wish to be part of that conversation.
Now is the time to build back better. This is only possible with appropriate funding and delivery of quality education for all.

Yours gratefully,

Enter coalition name